MAX 1+
ROBOTIC CLEANER

MAX 1+ Robotic Cleaner
Light weight design and top access
cartridges with clear viewing lid
Saves water, by reducing
backwashing needs
Grooved PVA wheels to
suit all pool interiors

MAX 1+ Robotic Cleaner
Robot Pool Cleaners make perfect sense in today’s energy efficient world. The MAX
1+ pool cleaner is the latest revolution in cleaning technology. The top access self
contained inbuilt filters collect large debris and reduces the load on your conventional
filter, decreasing backwash frequency and saving expensive chemicals and water
top up. Energy costs for your cleaning system are reduced to as little as $10.00 per
year.
Designed by one of Europe’s best design houses,
The MAX 1+ looks smart and is easy to use. The easy
to remove filter cartridges are simple to clean, and
enable easy viewing of the collected debris, even
during operation.
When not in use, it’s simple to remove and stow the
MAX 1+ so that your pool is ready to use at any time
without swimming around cumbersome pool cleaner
hoses. The MAX 1+ is so efficient at cleaning it will only
need to be operated once or twice a week in most
swimming pools.
The MAX 1+ cleaner will allow you to optimise the use of
your variable speed energy efficient pump because it
operates totally independently of the filtration system.
This allows your energy efficient pump to operate at
the lowest speed without having to drive a suction
cleaner which increases energy use.

The MAX 1+ cleaner is the latest development in robot
jet cleaners and provides an economical option for
the budget conscious pool owner. The MAX 1+ has
a single motor that creates waterflow with jets that
manoeuvre the unit around the pool. It offers a great
alternative to Suction or Hybrid cleaners which require
a connection to the pool pump and use significantly
more energy and wastes more water.
A simple lever on the front of the unit enables
adjustment of the cleaner direction so that it works
in virtually any shape pool up to 12 metres in length.
Simple to install and able to be set-up perfectly
for your pool, the MAX 1+ gives you all the benefits
of Robotic Cleaners at an economical price.
The MAX 1+ Robotic Cleaner is covered by a two year
warranty. To find out more visit astralpool.com.au.
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